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Right of assembly 
On 23/2 Vladimir Milov, organizer of an upcoming march to 

commemorate Boris Nemtsov, said he had been ‘warned’ by 

Moscow prosecutors if there were violations. (RFE/RL, 23/2) 
 

Freedom of expression 

On 21/2 Roskomnadzor met behind closed doors with authors of 

several popular Telegram channels.  (Global Voices, 21/2) 
 

On 22/2 President Putin signed a bill into law fining ISPs that 

refuse to restrict access to banned information. (RFE/RL, 22/2) 
 

Activists 

On 20/2 the ECtHR accepted an application by Temur Kobaliya 

over the ‘foreign agent’ law. (Caucasian Knot, 21/2) 
 

On 20/2 videoblogger Ruslan Sokolovsky, charged with various 

offences, applied to the ECtHR.  (RAPSI, 20/1) 
 

On 20/2 a Moscow district court again issued an arrest warrant in 

absentia for Bill Browder. (RAPSI, 20/2) 
 

On 21/1 Krasnodar Region Court rejected an appeal by Darya 

Poliudova to reduce her prison term. (Caucasian Knot, 21/2) 
 

On 21/2 lawyers for Aleksei Navalny asked the Committee of 

Ministers of the Council of Europe to ‘assist in the execution of 

the [ECtHR] judgment.’ (RAPSI, 21/2) 
 

On 22/2 Oleg Melnikov, founder of the NGO ‘Against Slavery’ 

was detained on suspicion of illegal immigration. (RFE/RL, 23/2)  
 

On 22/2 the Supreme Court ordered the release of Ildar Dadin, 

the first person convicted under new protest laws. (BBC, 22/2) 
 

On 24/2 lawyers for Ildar Dadin asked the ECtHR for assistance 

in freeing Dadin. (RFE/RL, 24/2) 
 

North Caucasus 

On 21/2 the ECtHR found a violation in the case of Ibragim 

Kushtov, who disappeared in 2006. (Caucasian Knot, 21/2) 
 

On 22/2 lawmakers in Ingushetia approved in first reading a bill 

banning commemoration of Iosif Stalin. (RFE/RL, 22/2) 
 

On 23/2 reports said the body of Islam Lorsanov, killed on 25/1 

at a Grozny police station after he shelled policemen, has not 

been not given out to relatives. (Caucasian Knot, 23/2) 
 

Ukraine 

On 21/2 Crimean Tatar Marlen Mustafaev was detained for a 

2014 social network posting while his home was searched. 10 

others were also detained. (Human Rights in Ukraine, 21/2) 
 

On 20/1 reports said FSB border guards arrested Crimean Tatar 

Seit-Ibraim Zaitullaev for attempting to cross what Russia calls 

its ‘state border’. (Human Rights in Ukraine, 20/2) 
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